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Abstract
This paper describes the results of a six-month field study
to determine the effects of a newly adopted and implemented
junior-high level science textbook series on student
achievement. This study took place in the sixth, seventh,
and eighth grade science classrooms of Crestwood Elementary
School, Paris, Illinois, from December 1988, until May of
1989. This study compared the science achievement of two
groups of students in both their sixth and eighth grade
years. The Normal Curve Equivalents or NCE's and letter
grades as given by the junior-high level science teachers
at Crestwood, were analyzed using non-independent t tests.
Descriptive data was obtained by using two Likert-type
surveys. The first Likert-type survey instrument was
used to determine if the three junior-high science
teachers varied in significant ways as to their usages and
applications of the new science textbook series, in their
classrooms. The second Likert-type survey instrument was
used to survey the experimental group (this years eighth
graders at Crestwood which were the only group of students
exposed to the treatment variable) in regard to their
feelings toward the new science textbook series, and as
to whether or not their new science textbook series
was easier to read and/or understand than the previous
textbook series. Findings from the non-independent
t-tests determined that the NCE's and letter grades
were statistically significant (with the exception of
the Class of 1988's NCE scores) at the pre-set level
of .OS. Findings from the descriptive data suggest
that there is a significant amount of variation among
the three junior-high science teachers at Crestwood
in terms of: text usages, frequency of usage, classroom
level objectives, content, ideas, concepts, and knowledges
related to what is taught at the classroom level. The
hypothesis suggesting that the change in textbook series
was statistically significant in regard to higher NCE's
on standardized test scores is supported. The hypothesis
suggesting that the change in textbook series was
statistically significant in regard to higher grades
earned by students in science is rejected.
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Chapter I
Overview of the Problem
Introduction
This field experience examines the relationship
between a newly adopted series of science textbooks and the
levels of student achievement in an specific elementary
school setting.

The relationships between the newly

adopted texts and levels of student achievement are the
general focus of this study.
this study, however,

The specific objective of

is to determine if any changes in

general student achievement levels can be attributed to
the newly adopted science textbook series.
Demographics
Crestwood Elementary School is the only school
building in a unit district surrounding Paris, Illinois.
Crestwood Elementary School, Paris, Illinois has its own
set of distinct organizational characteristics which form
the background and setting for this field experience.
Formally known as The Edgar Community Unit District
Number Four, it was formed officially in 1954 as a result
of the consolidation of thirty-six smaller country schools
(Zuber, 1988).

This district is approximately two hundred

and thirty four miles in size and, geographically,
encircles the city of Paris (Zuber, 1988).

Since the

completion of the original building in 1955, two additions
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have been built to provide the necessary space for both
additional classrooms and offices (Zuber, 1988).
The area's economy is primarily based on agriculture
and agriculturally-related industries.

However, Paris,

Illinois, is best characterized as a rural residential
area.
The district's total K-12 enrollment is approximately
1,000 students and this district is very unique in that it
is the only district in the state of Illinois with full
unit district status, that is allowed to tuition out its
graduating students to Paris High School (Zuber, 1988).
The high school students sent to Paris High School are
also included in the above enrollment figure for Unit 4.

Unit 4 employs:

one superintendent, one building-

level principal, forty-seven certified staff members,
thirty-three non-certified staff members, and several
neighborhood volunteers.

These volunteers provide a

variety of services although they are not officially
considered to be employees, and are not renumerated for
their services (Regional Superintendent's Statistics,
1988).
Attempts to pass various tax referenda failed, until
an increase of fifty-seven cents passed in March of 1986
(Zuber, 1988).

This increase was only to raise monies in

the education fund.

Despite the precarious financial
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situation at Crestwood, the overall financial situation
has not changed much due to the drastic decline in revenues
allocated to the school from farmland assessments .

The

district receives approximat ely $800,000.00 dollars in
state aid money and approximately $1,000,000.00 in local
revenues with which to operate the school.

The district's

weighted average daily attendance is approximately 996.0 0.
Approximately twelve point four percent (12.4%) of its
overall student population are eligible for federally
sponsored Chapter I programs (Regional Superintendent's
Statistics, 1988) .

In addition, the state recently

added Crestwood to its list of schools on its financial
"watch list."

"The district had been on very stable

financial ground until the depreciation of farmland in
the early 1980's" (Zuber, 1988).

This status is not

surprising given the current state of farmland values
and reassessments in Illinois.
Statement of The Problem
The importance of the usages (or non-usages) of
textbooks as a medium of learning and as a primary
instrument in the school's curricular materials, and
instructional practices is considered to be important in
the context of this study, and as documented by leading
researchers, such as Goodlad and Armbruster.

Issues

concerning the adoption of new textbooks could include
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many factors related to the new textbooks such as (a) the
readability levels, (b) the cost, (c) the adoption policies/
processes, (d) their problems associated with ironing out
any difficulties during the first full year's use, (e) the
testing or evaluation procedures which may need to be
changed as textbooks are changed, (f) the actual textbook
content coverage, and (g) the differences in how the texts
are used (or not used) among different teachers.

Although

these issues are certainly relevant and important in the
context of this field experience, they are secondary issues
to the primary problem which this paper addresses .
This field experience paper examines whether the
switch from the Holt, Rinehart and Winston science
textbook series to the new Prentice-Hall science textbook
series had any noticeable effects on student achievement.
It specifically seeks to determine what effects,
if any, resulted from the new science textbook program by
Prentice-Hall being used at Crestwood Elementary School,
Paris, Illinois, on science achievement test scores
and on science grades earned by students.
Limitations of The Study
There are several limiting factors involved in this
particular field study.

There are some variables which

may have been present in this study which the writer
could not control.

These include but are not limited
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to:

differences in (a) teacher behaviors, (b) trait

instabilities among teachers, students, and administrators,
or any other similar conditions, such as The Hawthorne
Effect, (i.e., the writer assumed that this study did not
induce those involved to respond or provide information
any differently than they would have provided were they
not being studied) which could leave the results of this
field study ill-defined or relatively inconclusive.
Additional limitations include limiting the entire
targeted student population of this study to students who
attended Crestwood Elementary School in (c) the sixth
grade and who also attended in the eighth grade at
Crestwood in 1987-1988 or in 1988-1989.

The reason for

these limits is that test and grade data prior to the
years for these two groups is scanty and only marginally
available.

Additionally, those students in (d) the sample

population who did not meet the attendance criteria
outlined later in this chapter were eliminated from both
the experimental and control groups.

Student achievement,

in the context of this study, was limited to grades earned,
and the Normal Curve Equivalents achieved on the students'
exams.
The writer made several assumptions within the
context of this field experience.

The writer assumed

that all collected data was accurate (student's test
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scores and related data were acquired second-hand due
to confidentiality of student's test scores).
The writer assumed that there may be skill differences
that could not be controlled among the three teachers
involved that could be potentially significant in their
bearing or potential bearing on the outcome(s) of this
field study.

The writer also assumed that the Science

Research Associates standardized tests , given every
mid-April at Crestwood Elementary School, are reliable,
valid, and non-biased.

The writer also assumed that the

1988-1989 eighth grade class was not much different or
statistically exceptional in any regard which would make
this study's results unusual or dramatically different,

than if done with previous eighth grade classes from
Crestwood.
Definition of Terms
In an effort to provide the reader of this paper
with as much clarity as is possible, the following terms
are explicitly defined:
Standardized Test.

In this field study The Science

Research Associates' Achievement Test.

This test

is generally accepted in the field as is reliable,
valid, and non-biased (culturally or otherwise), and
based on a representative sample and norm-group.
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New Science Texts.

The Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1988

series of science texts, workbooks, study guides,
teacher's manuals, and the like, which were in their
first full year of usage at Crestwood Elementary
School in the 1988-1989 school year.
Crestwood's Science Teachers.

The three science

teachers at Crestwood Elementary School.

All three

of these teachers have had instructional contact with
the student population involved in this study.

The

three junior high level science instructors at
Crestwood are Mr. Wayne Berry , Mr. Steven Bailey and
Ms. Paula O'Bryan.
Student Population.

The experimental population of

students involved in this study are 1988-1989 eighth
graders and the control population consists of
1987-1988 eighth graders.

Those members of the

population who also attended Crestwood Elementary as
sixth graders and the required criteria of attendance
at Crestwood and in the science classes.
Required Attendance Criteria.

(a) The student must

have completed both his/her entire sixth and eighth
grade school years at Crestwood, (b) the student
must not have missed more than ten days of any
grading period for any reason whether legitimate or
otherwise, (c) the student must not have missed more
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than ten science class periods in any one grading
period, (d) the student must not have been placed in
another instructional environment even if he/she was
not considered absent (i.e., internal suspension),
and, (e) the student must not have suffered any
extensive disruptions in his/her attendance of science
classes due to extra-curricular participation such
as athletics, student clubs or other recreational
activities, or undergone extensive changes in his/her
academic program such as participation in a pull-out
program, or being reassigned or mainstreamed and then
placed back in a special education setting.
Student Achievement.

Students' performance levels

in science as measured by their NCE's on the Science
Research Associates, standardized achievement test,
and as measured by the letter grades they receive
in their science classes, at Crestwood Elementary
School.
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Chapter II
Rationale, Related Literature and Research
Rationale
Textbooks play a dominant role in the curriculum
of most schools.

The pervasi ve and almost domineering

influence of textbooks have been well noted and documented.
Goodlad (1984) stated that:
One must conclude that the supply and variety of
instructional materials available in the elementary
classrooms were exceedingly limited .

The selection

of the questionnaire requesting information from
teachers regarding materials beyond textbooks was
in some instances completely blank.

A few teachers

a small percentage of the whole - sent us self-made
materials of relatively high quality.
dominated .

But textbooks

(p. 215)

Goodlad also found that "The textbook predominated
throughout as a medium of instruction, except in
kindergarten .

With each advance in grade level, dependence

on the textbook increased" (Goodlad, 1976, p. 14). A Study
in Texas concluded that students spend 75 percent of their
classroom time and 90 percent of their homework time using
textbooks and related materials (Educational Products
Information Exchange , 1974).
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Powell and Garcia (1985) contend that ''Textbooks
are an integral part of instruction.

Only occasionally

do classroom deliberations extend beyond the boundaries
established by textbook authors" (p. 519).

Leonard (1987)

states that "There is little debate that the reading of
textbooks is a dominant learning mode in American
education" (p . 27).

Osborn, Jones, and Stein (1985)

assert that "Because published textbook programs are
so pervasive in American schools and because they of ten
in effect , constitute a curriculum, it seems important
for educators to raise some questions about these programs"
(p. 9).

Yager and Penick (1983) found "the supremacy of

the textbook to be the most serious limit on science
learning'' (p. 68) .

The heavy-reliance on textbooks within

elementary science and in American education , in general,
abound throughout the literature.
Review of the Literature
Text Readability, Writing and Organizational Patterns.
Ferris et . al . (1984) concurred with Risner (1987) in their
reviews of various texts that poor text organization and
structuring often neglected student's use of higher order
thinking skills.

Scruggs (1988) concurred with Hurd

(1982) that a middle-level science textbook can often
contain or introduce as many as 2,500 new technical terms.
For comparison, a typical foreign language course will
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usually only contain half that number .

Scruggs found that

the multitude of technical terms plus the fact that science
texts (particularly at the elementary level) often lack
close matches with students cognitive levels/abilities,
tended to turn students off to science.

Scruggs also

concurred with Hurd (1982) who felt that more importance
needed to be given to the selection, adoption and
implementation processes of middle-level science texts .
Warming and Baber (1980) have developed a twenty-item
inventory guide to be used in conjunction with either the
Raygor or Fry readability tools.

They claim their system

offers much improvement over most other textbook selection
methods and covers the necessary touchstones of the

textbook selection process as well.
Livingston (1989) found that students benefited from
having a wide variety of science texts and materials to
choose from.

This forced students to read a wide variety

of material at different levels of reading difficulty.
Armbruster, Osborn and Davison (1985) reported shaky
statistical bases for using readability formulas.

They

contend that different readability test or formulas (a)
often vary widely when used on the exact same passage,
(b) often vary widely when used with different sections of
the same text, (c) often fail or have yet to be determined
to be effective in predicting how their intended readers
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will be able to comprehend the text, and (d) often cause
textbook writers to rewrite texts in a manner which becomes
even more difficult to comprehend/understand.
Armbruster (1984) found that the prose in many
elementary level science and social studies texts may be
turning off children to these subjects at an early age.
Armbruster also found that the inaccuracies in many texts
may be the result of deliberate pedagogical, political,
or philosophical compromises made to keep a wide-appeal
for the sake of profits, to appease certain interest
groups, or simple carelessness.
Armbruster also noted that the ease by which an
adoption committee will yield faith in a readability
index or formula is often ill-founded, and not without
consequences.

Armbruster encourages adoption committees

to pressure publishers to produce texts designed for
specific grade levels.
Tyson-Bernstein (1987) found that readability formulas
often substitute as a style-manual for publishers weary
of losing market-share.

The author also contends that

selection committees can influence this process to the
betterment of school children, by using seasoned school
teachers in place of such formulas to rid the process
of heavy-reliance on readability formulas, as well as
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the not-so easy to read prose which is a result of such
methods .
Gwyn (1987) found that students read science textbooks
most effectively when done aloud and in conjunction with
other approaches such as outlining sections of the text.
Peer support/feedback, and providing an environment where
weak readers are safe from ridicule were also found to
be crucial.
Ekwall and Milson (1980) noted several strategies to
combat the frequent mismatch which occurs between the
reading abilities of students and their instructional
materials.

They found the following alternative strategies

most useful (a) using picture vocabulary representations
of the written material, (b) using a highlighter to note
the most important sections of the text, (c) using student
written summaries of text material, (d) tape recording
the text material, and (e) using an appointed a committee
of students to survey upcoming chapters of the text for
difficult sections, or unfamiliar words/concepts.
Armbruster (1984 and 1985) and Armbruster and
Anderson (1988) noted the lack of coherence in many texts.
Coherence exists in three areas.

First, there is global

coherence, which refers to the coherence of the whole
text.

Then, there is local coherence, which refers to

coherence at the level of individual units, paragraphs
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or chapters .

Finally, a text which has coherence in

these two critical areas is said to have achieved textual
coherence.
in texts.

Also noteworthy is the importance of signaling
Signaling methods include (a) using enumerated

lists in text material , (b) using informative headings ,
(c) using boldface and italic type settings, and (d) using
prose which clearly lets the relationships between ideas
and the most important ideas/concepts of the text be
readily apparent to readers .
Armbruster and Anderson also mention the ironic
nature of readability formulas, as actually making texts
less readable in the long run.

They note the general

inability of most texts to effectively and clearly denote

their most explicit and important ideas and concepts.
They confirm (a) the lack of pilot or field testing of
textbooks considered for adoption, (b) the gross lack of
time and financial resources available for more rigorous
methods of text evaluation and selection, (c) the
inability of many adoption committee members to assume
the perspective of those for which they are choosing
texts, and (d) the lack of ability by many to reject
such incoherent and "inconsiderate texts" (p. 48) , which
only further encourages their continued production and
distribution.
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Rubin (1985) has noted that, given current knowledge
and research in reading and cognitive psychology,
readability formulas, which may have been justifiable in
preceding decades, now constitute a verible technological
dinosaur.
MacGinitie (1985) emphasizes the idea that most
classes have way too wide a variation in the levels of
student abilities for the typical narrow focus of texts
and related materials.

MacGinitie contends that no single

or even multiple set(s) of instructional materials can
accommodate the wide range of ability found in today's
typical classroom.

As a result, the best readers the

worst readers in most classrooms end up using inappropriate
materials.

MacGinitie also contends that more varied and

ability specific materials, coupled with more teacher help
for students, will go a long way to remedy this situation.
MacGinitie also shares Rubin's distaste for
readability formulas by noting that they often lead
to writing which takes concern for vocabulary used
and sentence/word length limits well above concern for
"careful, logical and communicative writing" (p. 83).
MacGinitie observes that writing in such a manner will
often lead to an oversimplified expression of important
ideas and/or concepts.
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Holliday (198 ) also recommends not using readability
formulas as he feels they are not useful, reliable, or
even valid.

And in terms of text usages, he recommends

that all students, especially poor readers, be shown
how to "(a) determine how chapters are organized, (b)
recognize the most important ideas and concepts, (c)
tell how the most important ideas and concepts relate
to other subordinate ideas and concepts, (d) tell how
figures, drawings and tables relate to the text, and
(e) to use the learning aids within the text" (p. 5).
Text Content and Text Improvement.

Osborn, Jones and

Stein (1985) have found most commercially produced texts
to be lacking in the areas (a) of implementing reading
research such as schema or metacognition theories, {b) of
having coherent text structures, (c) of having clear
patterns of text organization, (d) of not having any
confusing or hard to follow text lines or story lines,
(e) of clear sequential ordering, (f) of having any actual
field testing with strategies designed to help the actual
readers of such texts, (g) of helping readers to recall
and comprehend what they have written, (h) of providing
considerateness via text structure and coherence, (i) of
providing sufficient feedback and correctives, (j) of
assurance as to its readability, (k) of providing sensible
graphics, (1) of content unity, (m) of assurances of
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audience appropriateness, and (n) of relevant vocabulary
by which to promote, better student understanding.

They

also note that publisher's economic interests may slow
the incorporation of such factors into a given text,
unless they are specifically requested by their customers.
Tyson-Bernstein (1988) believes that a growing part
of the problem of textbooks and their poor quality stems
from a vast inertia amongst those in academia to criticize
or evaluate the efficacy of such texts, apart from merely
signing-on their names as contributors.

Although this

particular article deals primarily with college-level
texts, Tyson-Bernstein delineates several problems common
to college and K-12 level texts such as topic glut,
unnecessary mentioning, term mongering, name dropping,
and confusing prose.

Tyson-Bernstein also denotes the

fundamental problem as being the lack of an authoritative
and feasible sequence for learning the tasks in each
discipline.
Tyson-Bernstein (1985) noted an emerging trend whereby
cognitive experts on instructional design are beginning to
have an impact on text publishers, and are beginning to
build a case that better texts will produce gains in
student achievement.

This seems to be most true at the

elementary levels where the text can often dominate the
entire curricular thrust.
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Tyson-Bernstein (1985) noted the problem of mentioning
in textbooks.

This occurs when a textbook publisher

mentions nearly every conceivable topic in a discipline,
and as a result is able to give each one only topical and
superficial coverage.

Suggestions for improvement include

publishers only writing books for the topics which are
desired in a given market area or giving teachers who sit
on textbook adoption committees more power in determining
the knowledge base/content in their areas of expertise and
within the texts they deem to be appropriate.
Tyson-Bernstein (1988) discusses the problems of
readability formulas, the publishing and state system
adoption politics, economic factors which seem to take
precedence over educational/student concerns, the problems
of "inconsiderateness" in texts, and the trend of textbook
publishers to emphasize testable skills, often at the
expense of content.
Elliot and Nagel (1986) found that many texts were
sufficient in terms of their content, but they neither
promoted scientific thinking nor pushed students to the
necessary cognitive levels required to understand most
of the existing content.
Lerner and Bennetta (1988) note that most life
science textbooks do not treat scientific theories very
well.

This often serves to confuse students as to the
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important distinctions between theories, facts, hypotheses,
and myths.

Goldstein (1978) determined that the four

central areas of instructional technology; consumer
behaviors, producer behaviors, and federal and state
subsidies for textbook purchases; have effectively
acted to "discourage the production and use of innovative
materials" (p. 2) .
Text Usages Within the Science Curriculum.

Woodbury

(1979) notes that texts are indeed our primary source
of conveying curricular content, although less than
one-percent of school funds is spent on them.

Woodbury

noted that, in several school media resource studies,
teachers have ranked textbooks as the least desirable
source of instructional media, although they readily
confirm that texts were used the most often .

Woodbury

also found that, due to the large amounts of money, time
and effort devoted to the development of school texts by
publishers, many texts were already out-of-date upon their
actual arrival into the classroom.

Belserene (1987)

found that not being required to use a textbook in science
classes brought a new sense of motivation to teaching,
and also forced students to approach science from a more
hands-on approach.

Also noted were generally improved

grades, freedom from the restrictions of a text driven
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curriculum, and the ability for teachers to choose the
most teachable labs and supporting materials.
In the area of text usages, the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development (1985) found that
many districts run into the pitfalls of (a) not having a
system for implementing the newly adopted texts, (b) not
monitoring the new texts/programs after they are initially
installed, and (c) not having a system for the continual
modification and updating of newly adopted textbooks
throughout their lifetime.
Elliot and Nagel (1987) found that in their
investigation of nine major science textbook series, that
although they cover content well, these texts do not
encourage the development of scientific thinking amongst
students.

They assert that textbooks artificially narrow

the curriculum to the pursuit of the known.

They also

noted that many of the more innovative science programs
of the 1960's and 1970s, such as the Science Curriculum
Improvement Study, Science - A Process Approach, and the
Elementary Science Study, were never widely adopted,
due to lack of commercial success.

They suggest (a)

resequencing of textbooks for more discovery and hands-on
learning, (b) purchasing units of the more innovative
programs of the 1960's and 70's and incorporating these
into traditional text-based programs, and (c) incorporating
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more divergent and open-ended science activities for
students, to balance out the curriculum against traditional
textbook/workbook activities which tend to be rather
predictable.
Holliday (1984) found a lack of emphasis given to
reading within the science curriculum .

Holliday believes

that the lack of willingness amongst researchers to study
such issues within science education results in reading
being used infrequently (if at all) in science classrooms,
and science teachers and researchers ill-informed as to
how to improve this situation.

Students were also found to

be ill-informed as to how to make the best use of their
science instructional materials.

Porter et.al., (1979) found that, after texts were
actually implemented, many teachers based their content
decisions on the content that they found in textbooks or
other related instructional materials.

Pressures for them

to change their subject-area content were driven by tests,
test-results and local learner objectives, not by adopted
textbooks.
DeHurd (1986) focused on the changing nature of
science education; the changing culture of the sciences,
science education, the cognitive sciences, science teachers
and research; and his belief that textbooks should not be
viewed as a means to all ends.

DeHurd also asserts that
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science education is not in sync with current society .
To get in sync, DeHurd maintains that science educators
should shift to a science, technology and society emphasis;
modernize and update curricula accordingly; and maintain
better linkages with curriculum researchers, scientists,
and cognitive psychologists.
Yager and Penick (1983) noted:
The supremacy of the textbook is the most serious
limit on science learning.

The textbook seems to

determine course content, mode of instruction,
evaluation and ultimately what students do or do not
learn.

Thus, the major curriculum decision that

U. S. teachers make is to choose a textbook.

Once

determined teachers complain about the choice while
still attempting to cover all the content in the book
chosen, usually in the same order and with the same
instructional aids as the text suggests.

(p. 68)

Stake (1978) noted that the traditional science
curriculum "exists as the facts and concepts that are
traditionally packaged in textbooks.

The textbook not

only determines the content, but the order, the examples,
and the application of that content'' (p. 5).

Also found

was little if any general acceptance for teaching science
as inquiry and that science, as taught at the elementary
level, used primarily recitation with occasional labs
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which merely demonstrate material already presented,
or serve to break-up the monotony.

Stake noted (a) no

one-single textbook could not possibly provide for all
local conditions and circumstances, (b) that some teachers
may use the neat conceptual packaging of the textbooks
as a means to avoid some of the untidy realities of
science, and (c) that teachers even though they generally
seem open to suggestions in terms of pedagogy and
instructional matters, often end-up clinging to the
comfort and safety of a science curriculum with text-driven
guidelines and parameters.
Gega (1980) noted that the end result of the
innovative science programs of the 1960's and 1970's (i.e.,
SCIS, SAPA, and ESS) may have been to improve and build-up
the appeal of more orthodox textbooks .

He recommends that

school districts not abandon their local needs merely to
comply with some ready made curriculum materials .

The

solution is to choose the text which best fits with local
district needs and use this as only a base into which
materials deemed useful; given local needs, circumstances
and resources, can be integrated as needed and appropriate.
Gega also emphasizes the necessity of a district-wide
needs assessment which thoroughly involves teachers,
administrators, and all relevant support and central office
staff, if a process such as he is suggesting is to be
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successful .

Iona (1981) noted out and out inconsistencies

and blatant errors and false information in the way many
teacher's editions instruct teachers to guide students
during demonstrations and classroom observations .

Yager

and Stodghill (1979) noted the tendency for science
programs which are too text driven to limit and narrow
the curricular possibilities by only focusing on what
is already accepted as given knowledge in science,
thereby ignoring the realities of what knowledges are
yet unknowable or ill-defined.
Yager (1987) notes the need for science teachers to
modernize and make science much more relevant for their
students by the use of societal issues as organizers.

Yager proposes this type of curriculum as a means
of dealing with the traditional textbook dominated
curriculums .

Yager also advocates such an approach as

a means of stimulating inquiry, problem-solving, and
higher order thinking capacities with students .
Eisner (1987) highlighted the four primary ways in
which textbooks are enabled to influence the curriculum.
These are:
First, the fact that the textbook, with its
accompanying materials (i.e., workbooks), represents
the curricular hub around which much of which is
taught revolves.

Second, that the texts and related
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materials organize content around topics that usually
have some logic:

in other words, the task of

sequencing material for educational purposes is
largely done--or at least believed to have been
done.

Third, the textbook provides both teachers

and pupils with a kind of security [sic] it lays
out the journey that students and teachers will
take [sic] one knows what follows what and where
it all ends.

The coverage of this content becomes

important because implicit in the textbook is the
idea that if children do not cover all of the material
they are being cheated.

Fourth, the textbook, which

usually has a teacher's version, gives teachers
the questions they should ask students, provides
test items they can use, suggests activities students
can engage in, and provides teachers with the correct
answers. (p.

11)

Gilbert (1984) notes that lab texts often do not
approach the ideal of inquiry or of process-oriented
learning.

Gilbert asserts that this is due to the fact

that the labs are seen as an outgrowth of the text, and
not as an independent and distinct learning experience for
students.

Also found was that textbook lab experiments,

with their ready-made and predictable outcomes, often
neglect the proper emphasis of investigation necessary
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to a truly scientific attitude.

Gilbert suggests a

model-lab approach whereby experiments come to closure,
but are not necessarily tied to rigid expected outcomes,
as is the case in many standardized science textbooks.
Mittlefehldt (1985) also emphasizes over-reliance on
traditional science textbooks.

Mittlefehldt also states

that "such regimentation suggests to the students that
only the authorities know the right answers, and worse,
that all the answers are known.

This is how science

becomes not only intimidating but rigid and unproductive"
(p. 68).

Mittlefehldt suggests that students in elementary

science be given more investigative assignments and not
be merely instructed to follow chapter after chapter
out of a textbook.
Swetz (1986) hypothesizes that old and previously
used science textbooks can be examined to establish
changes needed to be made in activities for students
which address changing societal issues and problems as well
as the changes in knowledge claims within the discipline
over preceding years past.

Students can then examine

and compare/contrast such books to obtain a sense of
perspective on the changing nature of both inquiry and
history as an inquiry type activity.
Blosser (1986) suggests that much more research is
necessary to determine the overall effectiveness of science
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texts.

Blosser also suggests that , in the near future,

research be performed comparing text-dominated classrooms
to those classrooms which use no text at all .
Gega (1982) suggests that traditional text-driven
programs can be modified into district science programs
which meet local needs/objectives.

Four specific

approaches to these are:
The Correlated Resource Approach which simply prepared
a printed supplement that correlates present district
or school resources with text units.

The Chapter

Approach which pulls out the major concepts and
performance objectives of the necessary chapters
involved.

The Lesson Approach involves breaking

science text chapters down into specific lessons with
each one featuring one idea or objective, and the
Generalization Approach which generalizes the main
ideas of each textbook unit.

(p. 29-30)

However, Gega does not intend to imply that local needs
should not be the starting point of all curricular
decisions.
Text Selection/Adoption Systems and Implementation .
Talmage (1986) suggests that, in the textbook selection
process, publishers, teachers, scholars , and interpreters
of scholarship, must have clearly defined roles for the
best possible outcome.

Talmage particularly notes and
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encourages the publishers to assume their vital role as
risk-takers, with the ability to resist faddism, and
pressure group politics, for the sake of preserving the
disciplines for which they publish with integrity and
honesty.

Maeroff (1982) notes much pressure on some

textbook publishers to give way to a specific view of
evolution, for the sake of profit.
Holliday (1984) presented a research-based sequential
manner by which to approach the selection and usage of
science texts.

Major questions to be answered under this

approach include the following:
(a) are the diagrams, drawings, tables and graphs
. directly related to the printed text?, (b) are
the concepts and processes presented in a meaningful
and integrated fashion?, (c) are cues and clues and
variations, such as boldface type and other methods
employed to cue and highlight important ideas and
concepts for students?, (d) are the illustrations
effective with summaries/glossaries and other aids
to student learning, and are the sentences of a
reasonable length and complexity?, (e) are study
questions and other organizers used which will help
to promote student understanding/learning, and (f)
are the directions for labs and student projects
clear?

(p. 5)
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Holliday suggests that good textbooks have "many
concrete, explicit, examples, simplified 'barebones'
explanations, consistent patterns of organization amongst
and within chapters, content compatible with students
prior knowledge and skills, and the absence of clutter,
tangential ideas, unnecessary modifiers and meaningless
jargon" ( p. 5) .
Moyer and Mayer (1985)

~ist

ten primary criteria

by which to select science textbooks.

They are as follows:

(a) Basic concepts and principles of science are
covered in a well ordered synthesis; and the book
is more than a storehouse of facts, (b) The coverage
of science is modern, accurate and linked to the

cumulative store of relevant concepts from the past,
(c) The point of view is forward-looking, opening
vast, vistas of previously unanswered questions,
(d) New terms are properly defined, meaningful, and
used several times, (e) The development of concepts
builds from simple to complex as a logical sequence,
(f) Study questions, when provided, are intellectually
challenging and trigger more than a regurgitation
of facts, (g) A scientific theory is treated as
an explanation of a major phenomenon of nature
encompassing a broad range of observations, (h) The
conclusions of science are backed with evidence
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and not presented as mere opinions or beliefs, (i)
Scientific methods are accurately described and used
in presenting the work of scientists, (j) Scientific
knowledge is neither eliminated nor muted in response
to parochial pressures.

(p . 7)

However, they readily admit that such terms as forward
looking, in criteria (c) above, will promote some
subjectivity into the process as different individuals
define these terms differently .
They discount all possibilities of vast improvements
in the general lot of mass produced elementary level
science texts until such time as a consensus amongst
educators/scientists/specialists and the general public
can be reached in regards to the appropriate content(s)/
knowledge bases for science texts .
DeSilva (1986) list four reasons for which the outlook
for great improvements in the area of textbooks is rather
pessimistic:
(a) First is that, the school book market place is
so complex that (previous) efforts to change it
are likely to fail or have unexpected negative results,
(b) Second is that, publishers are unwilling to take
the first step because the cost of producing new
books is enormously high.

Publishers cannot afford

the risk of publishing better books that might not
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sell, (c) Third is that, schools books are relied
on to do too much, and until their role is altered,
it will be difficult to produce good ones, (d) Fourth
is that, educators, who should be demanding that
publishers produce better books, often are unaware of
the seriousness of the school book quality problem.
(p. 9)

DeSilva also asserts that the solution(s) to improving
the quality of school books will be found at the demand
level, if publishers desire for profits are tied to greater
accountability and higher quality standards.

DeSilva also

criticized adoption committees in general for not taking
their tasks seriously enough by focusing on irrelevant or
marginal considerations such as price, illustrations,
marketing slogans, or the personality of their district's
sales representatives.
The American Federation of Teachers (1988) outlined
some of the more political processes by which publishing
representatives crawl and dive over one another to get on
state approved lists in those states which have state-level
adoption systems, complete with numerical rankings.

The

article also highlighted the numerous variables (i.e.,
readability, cost, rank, profit, research results, state/
legislative criterias, etc.) which are involved in the
current state of textbook adoption, in the United States .
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Doyle (1984) affirms his position that textbook
publishers are not unresponsive to the passing whims and
fancies of the markets they serve, but way too responsive
to such demands.

This in turn is what causes textbook

standards to plummet, and stay down.

Also highlighting

this is the fact that several texts have begun to purge
Darwin from their pages as a means of acquiescing to
local/regional statutes/beliefs.

Doyle also asserts that,

although on its surface textbook adoption seems to be a
relatively simple process, it is in reality horrendously
political and complex in nature.

These complexities,

coupled with publisher's ready-made senses of accommodation,
lead to texts which attempt to be all things to all readers,
and fail everyone in the process.

Doyle states:

That selection of textbooks by committee leads to
a lowest common denominator should itself be no
surprise then as each offending book is weeded out,
the remaining books get progressively more bland.
Textbook publishers know this and design books
precisely with this in mind.

But a textbook that

is written to be all things to all people cannot
satisfy the discerning reader.

(p. 12)

Doyle also goes on to assert, as have Goodlad (1984) and
Boyer (1983), that the teachers, who will be using the
textbooks on a daily basis, ought have the greatest (if
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not the entire) amount of say-so in the textbook selection
process.

Also noted was the authors disdain for what he

felt was the continual "dumbing" (p. 13) of U.S. textbooks.
Farr & Tulley (1985) also confirm the vast and
pervasive influence which textbooks have in the classroom.
They keenly highlight the political buck passing which
often occurs between publishers , state wide textbook
adoption committees, and local textbook adoption committees,
when questions of text quality and effectiveness arise.
The publishers claim they have no choice but to produce
the books which these committees want.

The committees

claim they would select better books if only they were
available .

Farr & Tulley also highlight the fact that relatively
little is known about the actual workings of either statewide or local level textbook adoption committees.

They

also document the lack of pilot text testing, or fieldtesting of texts in the classroom, and the overt political
nature of text adoption.

"Committee members are taken

to dinners, special textbook presentation sessions are
held at vacation resorts, and special favors are provided
to committee

members in the form of trips to professional

conventions and the like" (p. 470).

They concluded by

highlighting the five factors which doctoral study at
Indiana University found to be greatest in influencing
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adoption committee members.

The five factors were (a) the

publishers, (b) the results of pilot tryouts, (c) the
politics/personalities of the people involved, (d) the
actual processes used in or by the committee and its
members, and (e) the pedagogy, and educational factors.
Additionally, Farr & Tulley issued six distinct
recommendations for all textbook adoptions:
1.

Textbook adoption committees must recognize that

selecting a textbook is not the same as selecting a
curriculum,
2.

Textbook adoption committees should focus their

attention on those factors that are most likely to
identify effective textbooks,

3.

Once the list of criteria is established,

committee members should review examples of each
criteria,
4.

All evaluation procedures to be used in textbook

adoption should be tried out and revised before
the actual review is conducted,
5.

Committee members should be given time to learn

about the review process, to develop valid and
reliable evaluation procedures, and to actually
review the textbooks, and
6.

Textbook adoption should take place at the level

of the local district or school.

(p. 471)
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They also noted a disproportionate share of influence
among states that have state-wide textbook adoption
systems, as compared to states that do not have state-wide
textbook adoption systems. Texas and California most
notably, have enormous influence even in the actual
content of textbooks via the economic pressures they
can wield with the larger textbook publishers.
Kirst (1984) detailed his experiences as the State
Board of Education President in California.

Kirst is

still unsure as to whether or not a closed state-wide
run text adoption, is better than open selections made
at the district or individual-school levels.

Kirst also

noted that the emphasis still tends to be focused on

print size, appearances, and pedagogy, rather than on text
content.

Another problem was that insufficient time and

renumeration was given to those expected to do the tiresome
task of reviewing and comparing texts and associated
materials.
Kirst noted problems with (a) the text publishers
being afraid to stray from the market's mainstream
for fear of incurring economic losses, (b) the texts
themselves which often were not linked to state-wide
or local curricular goals, (c) the profound lack of texts
matched to explicit standards for a given grade level,
(d) the flack received from publishers on California's
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decision to narrow it's approved list to just eight
selections, (e) the lack of training and selection criteria
for those doing the selecting, (f) the oversimplified
criteria or factors such as readability, and (g) the
general malaise in the area of textbooks selections/
adoptions.
Moyer (1985) noted the enormous influence that the
state of Texas has in determining the actual content of
textbooks (particularly in science/biology and history
texts), due to the powerful purse-strings it can hold
out to major U.S. publishers.

Moyer then cites two common

examples in which those in Texas proceeded to use such
clout (a) by changing statements regarding Darwinism
from a fact to mere theories , and (b) by deleting or
eliminating all references to sexually transmitted or
venereal diseases from health and biology texts.
Talmage (1985) developed an entire schema for selecting
instructional materials.
approach are:

Two fundamental aspects to this

that all personnel, district-wide, be given

and use the same language to prevent misunderstandings
and that the district's needs come first as a means of
selecting instructional materials.

Talmage asserts that

these two steps, if used properly, can prevent the textbook
from becoming the entire curriculum at the level of
individual classrooms.

Muther (1984) provides specific
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questions and guidelines which should be asked into by
those state or district-level personnel considering the
adoption of textbooks.
following categories :

These questions fall into the
durability, case of use, authorship

research base, field testing and implementation support.
Muther (1985a) also highlights the market forces and
other conditions, such as readability, which influence
the eventual products which publishers eventually produce.
Muther also firmly maintains that local textbook adopters
must have a clear sense of their district's local needs if
the textbook adoption process is to be successful.
The Association For Supervision And Curriculum
Development (ASCD, 1985) found that less than one percent
of a typical school's budget is spent on textbooks despite
their overwhelming influence on the curriculum.

In its

video tape on textbook adoptions , it emphasized the
following factors as potential pitfalls which are to be
avoided in terms of people (a) that an inadequate number
of people are often involved in the process, (b) that
those involved have not been trained or taught in textbook
evaluation, and (c) that those elected to leadership
positions within these committees often do not take
strong leadership positions.
In terms of the books themselves, the ASCD found that
many committees (a) often evaluate the sizzle rather than
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the steak, that is do not pay enough attention to core
content materials, (b) often are not well versed in
current research concerning the texts they propose to
adopt, (c) often get hung up on finding the perfect
text, (d) often do not know what it is they want or
need in a given text or subject-matter area, (e) often
have not studied their current texts, (f) often have
not determined the role the text will play in their local
curriculum, (g) often do not know what they expect in a
text, or (h) often have not even performed a local needs
assessment in regards to their text adoption policies.
Tyson-Bernstein (1988) offers several suggestions
for policymakers in adoption states which include:

Ceasing the practice of issuing detailed, skilloriented bid specifications to publishers, abandoning
the use of readability formulas, stop demanding a
recent publication date, the appointment of people to
adoption committees on the basis of their knowledges
and talents--and not only on the basis of their
geographic location, institutional roles, or
organizational affiliations, provide substantive
training for adoption committee members, pay or reward
teachers who serve on such committees, eliminate long
generic checklists, write books or guidelines based
on their curricular or testing objectives and contract
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with a single, reputable publishing house, devise
meaningful sanctions against state or local school
personnel who accept free editions or other extras,
the establishment and implementation of new subject
specific policies and a framework for curriculum
review and textbook selection with two central
objectives:

selecting books on the basis of qualities

that are known to benefit students, and rewarding
publishers who produce such books, and allocating
state funds for textbook purchases at the local
levels, and earmarking some of the funds for the
development of an enhanced selection process.

(p. 26)

Tyson-Bernstein's recommendations for policymakers
in non-adoption states include "to encourage by their
purchasing practices the more venturesome and less
expensive offerings of small publishers, use of tradebooks
and original source materials, and to otherwise exercise
the freedom they have" (p. 26).
English (1980) also noted the tendency for the textbook
to monopolize the available curriculum within the classroom.
Furthermore, English contends that those supposedly charged
with finding factual errors in state-wide textbooks
selected for potential adoption, often merely substituted
their own biases and/or idiosyncrasies for content which
they find objectionable.

English also claims to have
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seen the wining and dining and other assorted politics
associated with the textbook publishing industry.

English

also documents the blandness which results when publishers
attempt to please everybody.
Text Publishing/Suggestions.

Tyson-Bernstein (1988)

suggests that national academic organizations of teachers
and professors in the various disciplines do the following.
"Define a coherent curriculum (or a series of such)
which can be taught in the times allotted, discourage the
practice of being listed as an author and accepting
royalties or fees for texts they did not actually write,
and develop model contracts for those who do write such
texts which retain the author's right to control subsequent
editions" (p. 27).
Tyson-Bernstein also suggests that national teacher's
unions do the following.

"Through through their local

affiliates organize content-specific textbook study
groups, promote alternative methods for judging the
reading level(s) of a textbook, and as the textbook
reform movement unfolds, press for more teacher control
over textbook selection" (p. 27).

Tyson-Bernstein proposes

that foundations support independent critical reviews of
textbooks and general circulation magazines and newspapers"
(p. 27).

Finally, Tyson-Bernstein proposes that:
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Publishers should employ true subject matter scholars
--as opposed to public school teachers or education
professors to review textbook content for factual
accuracy, conceptual integrity, and value, hire
authors who have demonstrated their ability to write
clear and engaging text for mass audiences, write
or select good material first, then figure out how
to use that material to foster vocabulary growth,
test achievement, and critical thinking, and become
more realistic about the time it takes to produce a
good book.

(p. 27)

Komoski (1985) reports that laziness on the part of
local administrators and state department of education
personnel has lead to the current state of affairs.
Komoski determined that texts and related materials
constitute a de facto license for curriculum and
instructional design from the schools to publishing
houses and outside developers rather than to teachers,
and other in-house experts .

Komoski contends that this,

coupled with the fact that the eventual consumers of the
texts (kids) are entirely removed from the purchasing
process, has lead us to the current craziness in the
textbook market.
Additionally , Komoski highlights other relevant
factors such as (a) the fact that the phenomenon of
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blandness in many textbooks forces many districts to use
substandard materials, (b) the phenomenon of standardi zed
and formulastic writing due to readability formulas,
(c) the texts which cover nothing in depth and everything
topically due to too wide a content focus, (d) the gross
lack of texts and related instructional materials for
differential and special learners, (e) the poor purchasing
decisions on the part of many an administrator and/or
teacher, (f) the general lack of piloting or field testing
in regards to instructional materials , (g) the lack of
involvement by informed teachers in the process, and
(h) the fact that while textbooks as a dominant and
ready-made curriculum may have been viable/excusable for

the rapid growth modes of the mid-nineteenth century,
they are ill-suited for our current state of educational ,
economic, and technological progress .
Usage of Text Research.

Muther (1985) noted that

teacher unawareness or lack of knowledge about current
educational research, and how such could be potentially
implemented at the classroom level, contributes to the
tendency of textbook publisher's not to stray too far
from the middle of their markets .

Muther also noted

a general omission on the part of most school districts
to obtain and use research when making such a decision.
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Review of Related Research
Although the writer did not find any research studies
which were highly similar to his field experience study,
much of general relevance was found.
Text Organization/Patterns/Usages.

Horak (1985) in

his meta-analysis of 40 studies dealing with science text
comprehension found that the strategies of helping students
to select the most crucial information, and those helping
students to spot and structure phrases or words which make
important internal connections within the text, produced
noticeable gains in the levels of students' comprehension.
Hickey (1984) analyzed the relationship between achievement
and the structure of textbooks in a junior high science
class involving both regular and special needs students.
Results showed that both groups made achievement gains
when restructuring of text material occurred, and that
both groups tended to lose such gains when returning to
the previous text structure.

Also highlighted was the

importance of proper placement of special needs students,
the importance of content and methodology within the
instructional process, and budgetary considerations
involved in investigating the effects of new text
structures.
Roth et.al. (1986) found that students generally have
great difficulty in learning basic and critical concepts
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from their science texts / materials .

In this particular

study of three elementary level science classrooms,
Roth concluded that a conceptual change strategy which
consisted of verbally responding to student's questions
in terms of student areas and real-life situations promoted
much more effective student learning and text usage then
merely responding to student questions and misconceptions
by using the textbook.

Roth also concluded, from this

particular study, that eliminating the textbook entirely
was not a feasible option for most science teachers.
Scruggs (1988) found , based on Shayer and Adey's
research in England, that most science texts don't closely
match the Piagetian cognitive levels of the students for

which they are written.

Scruggs contends that a better

match must be made if science education is to be improved.
Davey (1988) found, via questionnaires that elementary
level teachers tended to give more emphasis to textbook
reading, reviewing text selections with students, using
different texts/materials with different students, and
changing texts if students had difficulty in reading them.
Also of significance were the findings that elementary
teachers found more time to preview text passages which
were to be used in class, and that wide ranges in the
levels of student abilities often made the texts relatively
useless.

Risner (1989) noted, in the study of five major
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elementary science texts, that many end of chapter study
guides and objectives did not challenge students to
use their higher order thinking skills, and that teachers
often use such materials as a primary means of evaluating
student performance.
Hamrick and Harty (1987) found, in their study of 203
sixth-grade science students, that a general resequencing
of science texts, designed to both clarify content and
establish interrelationships amongst major concepts, led to
(a) more positive attitudes towards science, (b) more
interest in science, and (c) more higher levels of science
achievement as compared to students who did not experience
texts where content had been resequenced.
Leonard (1987) found that the location in which
questions were presented in the text, at the beginning
or end of major paragraphs, had a significant effect
on exam scores amongst 425 university students.

Leonard

concluded that questions inserted at the beginning of major
paragraphs produced significant gains in comprehension of
text materials.
Hinchman (1987) studied three content area teachers at
the secondary level.

The three teachers were then asked to

explain, in both written and verbal formats , the actual
content they had taught from the texts while independent
evaluators evaluated the actual content being used from the
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textbooks.

In all three cases substantial discrepancies

were noted.

These discrepancies often confuse students.

Heller (1984) conducted a state-wide survey in
Minnesota regarding various aspects of science education,
including textbook and program uses.

Heller found that

lecture/discussions using the text as a major content
and instructional source were by far the most common
instructional methodology .

Heller also found, via a

teacher survey that most teachers prefer to stay with
the textbook that they are currently using.
Hilder and Rice (1986) analyzed the differences in
attitudes towards science classes of selected fifth and
sixth grade students based on a variety of instructional
modes geared toward the right hemisphere, the left
hemisphere, or the use of both hemispheres in the
processing of various elementary level science lessons
dealing with electricity .

They concluded that left

hemisphere-oriented modes of instruction using a textbook
approach resulted in the greatest achievement gains but
also in the lowest gains in the improvement of student
attitudes towards science.
Yore (1987) noted that all science texts tended to
be thought of more favorably when direct instruction
in reading was also provided to students.

This resulted

in greater science achievement levels for all of the
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54 elementary level students within his study.

This

instructional strategy tended to equalize pre-treatment
reading differentials amongst students and improve reading
levels for all students.

The author noted a slightly

greater increase in reading in the area of science by
females over that noted for males.
Text Adoption/Selection/Criterion Issues.

Orlich

(1985) found that the exercise of choosing science texts
in a wide variety of districts tended to limit the actual
science curriculum to the areas and breadth of coverage
found in the selected texts .
The California State Department of Education (1986)
developed a guide to assist its school districts in the

selection and acquisition of elementary level science
texts and materials.

Various categories within this

document were content coverage, teaching and learning
activities, the organization of texts and topics, ancillary
materials, teacher materials, text goals, readability,
facilitation of higher-order thinking skills, and appeal
to students.

This document was designed based on past

research and is available for districts to use as a
supplemental resource for choosing texts which already
appear on the approved list in the State of California.
Hungerford and Tomera (1985) developed a system
to analyze and modify how science texts get used in the
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classroom using the following major criteria (a) by
comparing the books goals to goal-clusters as outlined
and funded through the National Science Foundation,
(b) by modifying the approaches used to assure that
at least some of the project clusters are covered , and
that they facilitate scientific literacy regardless of
the text(s) used, (c) by explaining the district's own
science goals/objectives/focuses before selecting a
textbook program, (d) by explaining the various differences
between various textbook programs (i.e., inductive vs.
deductive emphases), (e) by the citing of or listing
of a district's desires/needs in a teacher's guide/edition
within a given text series, (f) by describing , delineating,
and defending the characteristics of the ideal text for
your elementary school(s), and, on the basis of your own
textbook analysis developing a chart which lays out both
the strengths and weaknesses of your proposed elementary
science textbooks, (g) by defending your particular
selection's strengths and/or weaknesses.
Additionally, they also suggest several flaws which
occur with most textbooks such as the fact that (a) many
texts don't keep up with science issues which are currently
important to society, (b) many texts don't recommend ways
in which they can be inf used to use science across the
entire curriculum, they don't promote general literacy,
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(c) many texts don't promote scientific literacy, (d) many
texts don't often incorporate well with local needs and
programs,

(e) many texts often overemphasize concepts

at the expense of processes, and (f) many texts often
supply teachers with a ready-made set of limitations
rather than encouraging them and their students to explore
alternative possibilities.
Elliot and Nagel (198 7) found that most texts selected
for use in U.S. schools tended to be rather rigid, rote,
and overly formula-based, leaving students with little
emphasis on scientific inquiry and with little opportunity
to apply what they have learned from such texts to
practical real-life situations.

Good and Shymansky (1986) in their massive study of
text reviews/selections/and adoption patterns found the
two most frequently used models of selection were highinference models, which are very subjective and judgemental,
and low-inference models, which are less subjective and
judgemental .
Good and Shymansky (1986) surveyed all 50 states as
to their required/recommended science text adoption/
selection/implementation forms and concluded :
(a) that very little emphasis is given to problemsolving in the forms used by most textbook adoption
committees, (b) that few states use science textbook
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adoption forms which are designed specifically for
specific grade level groupings, (c) that instructions
on the usage of textbook appraisal instruments might
(ideally) include example results generated by
"experts", (d) that as state science frameworks
become more specific, in terms of course content,
tying textbook adoption standards to these frameworks
could have a considerable "influence" on the eventual
content of the textbooks, (e) that science "process"
skills are not often given much prominence in
textbook evaluation forms, (f) that clear, thoughtful
descriptions of the philosophies, and goals, of
science education where the exception rather than

the "rule

11

for most states, (g) that the importance

of the laboratory as an integral part of the science
curriculum is given little attention in most textbook
appraisal forms, and (h) that there is little
evidence, (from this research, at least), that
research on such things as:

comprehension of text

material, misconceptions, wait-time, and learning
within groups was used to construct relevant items
fo~

textbook appraisal forms.

(p. 17-20)

Text and Content Issues in Science Curriculum.
Gabel, et.al. (1986) surveyed 553 elementary science
teachers nationwide to see what areas of science teaching
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could or perhaps should be researched by professional
researchers to help these teachers in areas of their
greatest interest.
interests to be:

Gabel found the top ten research
"hands-on experience for students,

science content in the curriculum , cognitive development
and learning styles, problem-solving in science, general
teaching strategies, the teaching of gifted students,
the sequencing of science content, effective printed
materials, and pupil attitudes" (p. 12).

Although the

general acceptance of the text as a primary force in
the curriculum was not challenged, textbooks per se were
barely mentioned, by those teachers who were surveyed,
as an important research interest , in and of themselves .

Kyle, et.al. (1986) analyzed the differences between
the attitudes of students and teachers in the Science
Curriculum Improvement Study, versus those who were
not involved in any such improvement plan .

This was

done in response to legislation in Texas requiring that
science be taught in an inquiry-oriented process-approach,
which was also to be reflected in selected textbooks .
A major premise of this study was that a significant
portion of previous studies used texts from the 1960's,
and that current texts were assumed to be more advanced
in their levels of general effectiveness.

Kyle concluded

that students overwhelmingly preferred the new process-
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oriented and inquiry-oriented approaches and materials
and that previous methods and materials often tended
to be too text-driven .
DeBlasi and Sousa (1984) sent over 2,000
questionnaires to various New Jersey elementary, middle,
and junior high schools, in regards to various issues
regarding science instruction including type and specific
textbook used and the methods used by each school to
update its' textbooks (if any).

The major findings were

that text-centered programs emphasizing both inquiry
and discovery methods, were the most dominant forms of
instruction at the Kindergarten through eighth grade
levels, and that all texts and related materials should
be updated/replaced/modified, at least once every five
to six years.
Vachon and Haney (1983) developed a schema or
classification system which analyzed the concepts in an
eighth grade science text and organized and evaluated them
along lines of Piagetian developmental stages.

They found

that those middle school students working with the science
text they analyzed, would be expected to utilize a
"considerable amount of formal reasoning" (p. 244) .
Meyer, Crummey and Greer (1988) analyzed the content
domains of four major elementary science texts and found
that differences amongst texts, while being evident, were
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not dramatic.

None of the texts analyzed were found to be

grossly inconsiderate, although all of the surveyed texts
seemed to have a good number of potentially problematic
technical terms and differed noticeably in the coverage
they gave various content areas.

They also found that

the texts/programs with the greatest amount of content
also had the highest percentages of teacher-directed
activities.

They did not hazard an opinion as to which

text series (if any) could be considered as the most
effective or most considerate, amongst the four which
they reviewed.

They did however, note that the general

levels of text inconsiderateness which they expected
to find did not prevail.

Reading/Text Strategies.

Davey (1988) studied 60 good

and 60 poor readers to see if allowing them to look-back
to the text during a question-answer period had effects
upon their reading tactics and strategies.

Also studied

were the type of errors and frequency of errors amongst
both groups.

Davey found that, while poor readers

generally committed more errors, the overall error rates
were generally stable.

Poor readers were less adept at

answering those questions requiring text-based knowledges.
This was attributed to the finding that they made fewer
attempts to locate such information than good readers did.
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Finley (1983) analyzed the responses and recall
patterns of 38 physics students after their readings of
a portion of a science text to determine their recall of
selected propositions.

Although all students recalled some

propositions> all of which were quite coherent> none of
the four groups of students recalled propositions which
were related to the main idea or theme of the passage they
read.

He concludes that educators cannot assume that

all or even a majority of students will recall or extract
the same or even similar information from the same
passage(s) of text.
Garner> Chou-Hare> Alexander > Haynes & Winograd
(1984) investigated the effects of using a text lookback

strategy upon 12 remedial readers.

They found that when

the lookback strategy was used by these 12 students
regularly> they outperformed the control group in their
ability to use lookbacks and in answering questions from
the text accurately.
Field (1982) examined the effects of elementary
science textbook readability levels on the science
achievement scores of elementary students with low>
average> and high-level reading abilities.

Field found

that student gains in both reading achievement and science
achievement scores progressed upward when students read
texts and tests with readability levels at or near the
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reading levels.

Students were negatively affected if

either the text or test exceeded their estimated reading
ability.
Montgomery (1985) studied the relationships between
five state-approved elementary level science texts in
Texas and the publisher's estimates of their readability
levels, versus readability levels as determined by the
Fry readability graph, the Dale-Chall readability formula,
the cloze technique, student judgment and teacher judgment.
It was discovered that significant relationships existed
between teacher's judgements and the Fry readability
graph, and not with the Dale-Chall formula, or student
performances on the cloze technique with the different

textbooks.

Teacher experience did not aid in estimating

the readability levels as measured by either the Fry or
Dale-Chall measures.
It was also found that the Fry readability graph was
the most accurate measure of readability as compared with
student judgements, and that further studies will be
necessary due to poor levels of performance on the cloze
technique and Dale-Chall formula, in regards to science
textbooks.
Literature/Research Summary
As a convenience to readers of this paper, a summary
of the major findings from both the literature and research
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sections is provided .

This summary synthesizes the major

findings into ten primary areas of concern in regard to
textbooks.

After each statement citations are provided

from sources cited within this document.
The major findings from both the literature and
research sections of this paper are as follows :
1.

In many cases, texts as an instructional medium

are relied upon too heavily, and often in effect form
an entire curriculum in and of themselves .

This limits

and narrows the existing curriculum and blinds those
involved in implementing the curriculum to other
possibilities.

Goodlad (1976, 1984), Osborn , Jones &

Stein (1985), Leonard (1987), Talmage (1985), and

MacGinitie (1985).
2.

Readability formulas are too heavily relied upon,

and are often statistically shaky in regards to their
validity and reliability.

These same formulas may

actually lessen the overall readability of a text, as
publishing houses may then alter their writer's styles
to fit a particular readability level, and produce
writing which is confusing to the reader.

Armbruster

(1985), Armbruster & Anderson (1988), Armbruster, Osborn,

& Davison (1985), Tyson-Bernstein (1988), and Rubin
(1985) .
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3.

The textbooks themselves are often ineffective,

in several ways such as the lack of:

signaling mechanisms

within the text, advance organizers to help students
organize and prioritize content, indications that the
text is being considerate of the skill levels of it's
intended audience, attempts to keep content down to the
essentials, attempts to make sure the content flows
smoothly and makes sense to it's intended audience,
attempts to reduce the levels of bad prose evident in
some texts, and attempts to proofread the texts to ensure
their accuracy both in content and in grammatical/writing
styles.

Armbruster (1985), Armbruster & Anderson (1988),

Armbruster (1984), Ekwall & Wilson (1980), Holliday

(1984), Iona (1981), MacGinitie (1985), Muther (1984,
1985), Tyson-Bernstein (1985), and Tyson-Bernstein (1987).
4.

Local needs and goals regarding what expectations

a particular school and or district hold, for their
instructional materials, have not been taken into account
or been well defined.

This also includes the local

district's or school's needs assessment regarding
instructional materials as well as its own adoption/
implementation/review processes.

Hurd (1982), Yager

& Penick (1983), Gega (1980), Gega (1982), Moyer and
Mayer (1985), Doyle (1984), Farr and Tulley (1985),
Talmage (1985), Muther (1985a), The ASCD (1985), English
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(1980), Hungerford & Tomera (1985), and Good & Shymansky
(1986).
5.

The texts and/or their publishers are slow to

incorporate the latest research from the academic
discipline covered in the text, findings on the most
effective ways to reorgani ze text content, reading
research, cognitive psychology, and human growth and
development.

Ferris (1984), Risner (1987), Scruggs

(1988), Hurd (1982), Rubin (1985) , Osborn, Jones, & Stein
(1985), Tyson-Bernstein (1985), Blosser (1986), Muther
(1985), Horak (1985), Hamrick & Harty (1987), Leonard
(1987) , Hilder & Rick (1986), Yore (1987), Hungerford

& Tomera (1985), Elliot & Nagel (1987), Meyer, Crummey

& Greer (1988), and Davey (1988) .
6.

The chosen textbook series was not field-tested

in the actual school(s)/district(s).

Both the literature

and the research identified this as a major concern.
Yager & Penick (1983), Armbruster & Anderson (1988),
Osborn , Jones & Stein (1985), Farr & Tulley (1985),
Talmage (1985), Muther (1984), Komoski (1985), The ASCD
(1985), and The California State Department of Education
(1986).
7.

In many cases, text organization, usage and

actual implementation, at the classroom level, was
adversely affected by existing controversies in the
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science curriculum.

Controversies occurred in the actual

topics or pedagogical methods presented to students, or
in what was considered to be an appropriate knowledge
base for science students of a particular grade level.
Elliot & Nagel (1986), Lerner & Bennetta (1988), Elliot

& Nagel (1987), Holliday (1984), Stake (1978), Yager
(1987), Gilbert (1984), Mittlefehldt (1985), Moyer (1985),
Hinchman (1987), Gabel et . al.

(1986), and Kyle et.al.

(1986).
8.

Teachers and other district personnel are often

not current on related textbook research.

This research

of ten suggests several strategies whereby teachers can
make an unsuitable text or other instructional materials

effective in their classrooms.

Gwyn (1987), Ekwall &

Milson (1980), Holliday (1984), Osborn, Jones & Stein
(1985), Davey (1988), Finley (1983), and Garner,
Chou-Hare, Alexander, and Haynes & Winograde (1984).
9.

Textbooks and other instructional materials

are often not well aligned in regards to their fit with
existing curricular materials.

In this situation, the

textbook series has not been evaluated in regard to the
larger curricular picture. ' In such a situation a mismatch
often occurs between the textbook series and:

classroom,

local building-level, and/or districtlevel objectives,
state goals and/or objectives, and testing and evaluation
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instruments.

Woodbury (1979), The ASCD (1985), Holliday

(1984), Porter et.al., (1979), Gega (1980), Gega (1982),
Farr & Tulley (1985), Talmage (1985), Muther (1984 &
1985a), The ASCD (1985), and Tyson-Bernstein (1988).
10.

The current status of the textbook industry

makes it difficult to produce better, and more effective
texts.

This includes the enormous amount of influence

of several of the larger statewide adoption committees,
the economic influence of the larger adoption states
such as Texas and California, the impact of federal and
statewide monies/grants which are allocated for the
purchase of texts and other instructional materials,
copyright laws, and the fact that the eventual consumers

of many (if not all) of the educational textbooks, sold
in the U.S., are isolated from being able to exert their
own economic pressures or articulate their own needs
for instructional materials, which are supposedly
designed for them.

Talmage (1986), Maeroff (1982),

Holliday (1984), DeSilva (1986), The AFT (1988), Doyle
(1984), Goodlad (1984), Boyer (1983), Farr & Tulley
(1985), Kirst (1984), Moyer (1985), Muther (185a),
Tyson-Benrstein (1988), English (1980), Tyson-Bernstein
(1988), Good & Shymansky (1986), and Komoski (1985).
11.

Often, at the level of a school district or at

the individual building-level, the textbook selection,
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adoption, and review process is underestimated as to the
amount of time, expense, and human resources/expertise
needed to do a thorough job.

This, of course, varies

from district to district and school to school but, in
any case, realistic and achievable decisions need to
be made in these areas for the overall process to be
successful.

Armbruster (1984), Armbruster & Anderson

(1988), Tyson-Bernstein, (1988), The ASCD (1985), Stake
(1978), Talmage (1986), DeSilva (1986), Doyle (1984),
Farr & Tulley (1985) Kirst (1984), Talmage (1985),
Komoski (1985), The California State Department of
Education (1986), Hungerford & Tomera (1985), Good &
Shymansky (19861 and DeBlasi & Sousa (1984).
12.

At the building and classroom levels, better

means of reviewing and evaluating texts which are
already in use must be developed.

This includes the use

of publisher provided follow-up services, and the ability
of individual schools and/or districts (especially those
of smaller size) to articulate to major publishing houses
what they would like to see in future editions of a text,
in an organized fashion.

Armbruster (1984), Osborn, Jones

& Stein (1985), Tyson-Bernstein (1985), Tyson-Bernstein
(1988), The ASCD (1985), Porter et.al., (1979), Talmage
(1986), DeSilva (1986), Doyle (1984), Farr & Tulley
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(1985), Muther (1984), Tyson-Bernstein (1988), Hungerford

& Tomera (1985), DeBlasi & Sousa (1984).
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Chapter III
Design of The Study
General Design of The Study
This is a field experiment study in which there was
no control over variables other than the science textbook
used for instruction in eighth grade .

The general design

of the study is that of control and experimental groups,
pre and post test.

The control group of students used the

same textbook during both their sixth and eighth grade
years.

The experimental group used the same text as the

control group in sixth grade but used the new science text
in eighth grade.

The NCE's and grades for both groups of

students' in their sixth grade year were treated as the
pre-test data.

NCE's and grades in the students' eighth

grade year were treated as post-test data.

Baseline data

from pretests established that both groups were equivalent,
in all relevant aspects, prior to the experimental
manipulation of the eighth grade text.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses under examination is that the new
textbook series will yield statistically significant
increases in student achievement in science.

Thus,

statistically significant increases in both science
achievement test scores and in science grades earned
are expected.
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The independent variable in this study is the new
Prentice-Hall, Inc. science textbook series.

The dependent

variables in this study were the letter grades received by
the individual students, and the student's performances
on the SRA standardized test, as measured in Normal Curve
Equivalents (NCE's).

Effects were determined by grades

earned and the normal curve equivalents (NCE's) attained
on the Science Research Associates Standardized Science
Tests by the group of students who have experienced being
instructed using the new textbooks (experimental group)
and those of the group of students who were not using
the new science texts (control group).
Teacher opinions and student opinions are also
considered in this study.

These were obtained through

Likert type surveys, and pertain to various aspects about
how teachers and the current eighth grade students used
and felt about their new textbooks.

These data are

included in the study as supporting information and not
as measures of student achievement.
Sample and Population
The subjects were chosen to be representative of the
student population at Crestwood Elementary School, Paris,
Illinois.

The classes studied were all students from

the 1987-88 and 1988-89 eighth grade classes, who met
the designated criteria.

Subjects included those who
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attended Crestwood Elementary School as sixth and eighth
grade students , and who met the specific attendance
criteria described in Chapter I .
contained 116 subjects.

The population studied

The control group (Class of

1987-88) consisted of 67 students.

The experimental

group (Class of 1988-89) consisted of 49 students .

The

reason a larger sample was not used was the limited
availability of letter grade data for prior year's
students at Crestwood Elementary School.

All science

teachers involved with the students were selected to
receive and respond to the teacher questionnaire.
Data Collection and Instrumentation
Data for this study was collected in one of two ways .
First, the NCE's, from the SRA standardized tests, and
letter grades were retrieved for the writer by Alan Zuber,
the building level principal at Crestwood, and by other
internal building level staff members .

This data was then

used to compile inferential statistics to make comparisons
of the performances of both groups as sixth and as eighth
graders .
Descriptive data was obtained from teacher and student
questionnaires and compiled by the writer.

Both the

teacher and the student questionnaires were written and
developed by the writer.

These information gathering

instruments are assumed to be reliable and valid on the
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basis of face and content validity , and on the basis
of construct validity.
The teacher survey, (See Appendix A) a five point
Likert-type instrument, and the student survey, (See
Appendix B) also a five point Likert-type instrument , were
both analyzed and charted on the percentages of particular
responses.
Survey Sample Questions
Examples (one each) From Teacher's and Student's Text
Survey.

Teacher Question #16

I do not regularly use the texts

as a reference in the context of lecture/discussion type
instruction.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree

Student Question #3

I have difficulty understanding

my new science textbooks.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree

Any clear trends or patterns of responses were noted.
teacher survey was distributed in March of 1989.

The

The

student survey was distributed in May of 1989, when this
year's eighth grade class had been using the newly adopted
texts for nearly a full school year.

Student letter-grade
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data was collected for this years' class as soon as it was
available in mid-June.

Student letter-grade data for last

year's eighth grade was collected earlier.

The author

converted the standardized testing data into NCE's .
Data Analysis
The data and or information in this study was analyzed
in different ways.

Upon completion of the data collection

process, t-tests for non-independent means were computed
for both the pre and post scores of the NCE's and the
student letter grades.

The level of significance of

differences between means was pre-set at .05.
The survey results from the student and teacher
surveys were analyzed and significant trends, findings
conclusions and/or patterns of responses, are reported in
Chapter IV.

All computations and inferential statistical

analyses were performed by the computer center of Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.

The SPSS-X

statistical software package was used to compute t test
results.

All analyses of descriptive data were performed

by compiling the student and teacher survey responses
directly from the surveys.
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Chapter IV
Results
Data Analysis of NCE's and Grades
Non-Independent t tests were performed on both the
NCE's and letter grades of the control group as sixth
and eighth graders, and on the experimental group as
sixth and eighth graders.

The number of cases was 67

in the control group and 49 in the experimental group.
The degrees of freedom for the control group was 66,
and 48 for the experimental group.
The statistical analysis of the NCE's and earned
grades of both groups are shown on Table 1, page 71.
It was found that the mean NCE for the experimental
group was significantly higher after the treatment.
The mean NCE scores of the control group were not found
to be statistically significant.

Mean grades were lower

in the eighth grade in both the experimental and control
group.
Based on the data presented in Table l, the
hypothesis, that the new science text would result in
significant achievement gains as measured by the SRA
Science Achievement Test, is accepted.

The hypothesis

that the new texts would result in higher grades earned
in science is rejected.

lab le 1
NCE And Grade Data As Analyzed By Non-Independent t Tests.

Variable

NCE
NCE
6th Gr.
8th Gr.
Pre-Control Pos t - Control

NCE
6th Gr.
Pre-Exp

NCE
8th Gr.
Post- Exp

Grades
Grades
6th Gr .
8th Gr.
Pre-Control Post-Control

Grades
6th Gr.
Pre-Exp

Grades
8th Gr.
Post-Exp

fl of Cases

67

67

49

49

Mean

62 .14

64.68

61.55

66.89

2.70

2.47

2.81

2. 57

so

18.53

19.87

16.16

16.13

1.05

1.19

1.13

1.06

2.26

2.42

2.31

2.30

Standard Error

67

67

.129

49

.146

49
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Standard Error
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Teacher Survey
Since all three participating science teachers
completed and returned surveys, a return/response rate
of 100% was achieved.

Each individual survey question

result is reported by percentage of responses by category.
A separate table is used to report the results of the
teacher survey questionnaire for each individual question.
Numerical percentages are supplied for each possible
response category for each individual question.

General

conclusions and any other comments and/or concerns are
contained within this chapter.

Table 2
Like/Dislike Texts.
Teacher Question #1

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

I like the new science texts.

Agree

1

2

(33%)

(67%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Results: Based on the data found in Table 112, the science
teachers at Crestwood like the new science texts.
Note:

All figures for all Tables are rounded off to arrive
at a total percentage of (100%).
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Table 3
Like / Dislike Texts.
Teacher Question #2

Response

Strongly
Agree

I do not like the new science texts.

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

1

(67%)

(33io)

Result: Based on the data found in Table #3, the science
teachers at Crestwood Elementary overwhelmingly like the
new science texts.

Table 4
Science Texts/Classroom Activities.
Teacher Question #3

I have no difficulty in incorporating

the new science texts into my classroom activities .

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree
2

(67%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #4, the science
teachers at Crestwood have little or no difficulty in
incorporating the new science texts, into their daily
classroom activities.
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Table 5
Science Texts/Classroom Activities.
Teacher Question #4

I have difficulty in incorporating the

new science texts into my classroom activities.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree
2

(67%)

Strongly
Disagree
1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #5, the science
teachers at Crestwood have little or no difficulty in
incorporating the new science texts into their daily
classroom activities.

Table 6
Regular Use of New Science Texts.
Teacher Question #5

I use the new science texts regularly

with my students.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(33%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

( 67io)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #6, it would
appear that the new science texts are used regularly by
the science teachers at Crestwood.
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Table 7
Regular Use of New Science Texts .
Teacher Question #6

I do not use the new science texts

regularly with my students.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

1

(67%)

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #7, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood are using the
next science text regularly, with their students.

Table 8
New Science Texts/Learner Objectives.
Teacher Question #7

I base my classroom learner objectives

on the learning objectives in the new science texts.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #8, it would
appear that a majority of the science teachers at Crestwood,
are undecided as to what role (if any) the new text/series
will play in the formulation of their classroom level
learning objectives.
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Table 9
New Science Texts/Learner Objectives.
Teacher Question #8

I do not base my classroom learner

objectives on the learning objectives in the new science
texts.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

2

(67%)

Results:

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Based on the data found in Table #9, it would

also seem to concur with Table #8, in that the science

teachers at Crestwood seem undecided as to what role (if
any) the new science texts will play in the formulation
of their classroom level, learner objectives.
Table 10
Classroom/District Objectives.
Teacher Question #9

I base my classroom learner objectives

on our district learner objectives.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #10, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, are
undecided as to whether or not their district's objectives
are used as a base by which to form their classroom-level
learner objectives.
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Table 11
Classroom/District Objectives .
Teacher Question #10

I do not base my c lassroom learner

objectives on our district learner objectives.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

2

(67%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #11, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, are
relatively undecided as to whether or not their district's
objectives are used any more or any less or play an more
of a significant role in the formulation of classroom
learner objectives, than do the new texts.

Table 12
Lecture/Read From Text.
Teacher Question #11

I regularly lecture to my classes on

material read from or taken out of the textbook.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree

2
(67%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #12, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, are
relatively undecided as to whether or not they use the new
texts to lecture to their classes.
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Table 13
Lecture/Read From Text.
Teacher Question #12

I do not regularly lecture to my

classes on material read from or taken out of the textbook.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Teachers

Undecided

Disagree

1

(33%)

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #13, it would
appear that science teachers at Crestwood, are relatively
undecided as to whether or not they use the new texts to
lecture to their classes.

Table 14
Read Text/Class Discussion.
Teacher Question #13

I have students read selections out

of the text and then discuss these, in class.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
2

(67%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #14, it would
appear that the majority of the science teachers at
Crestwood have students read selections out of their texts,
and then discuss these selections in class.
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Table 15
Read Text/Class Discussion.
Teacher Question #14

I do not have student read selections

out of the text and then discuss these in class.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

1

(33%)

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #15, it would
appear that the majority of science teachers at Crestwood
do have students read selections out of the text and then
discuss these in class.

Table 16
Text Reference/Lecture/Discussion.
Teacher Question #15

I regularly use the texts as a

reference in the context of lecture/discussion type
instruction.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(33%)

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #16, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood show a wide
degree of variation in regard to usage of the text in a
lecture/discussion context.
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Table 17
Text Reference/Lecture/Discussion .
Teacher Question #16

I do not regularly use the texts as

a reference in the context of lecture/discussion type
instruction.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

Agree

Undecided

Strongly
Disagree

1

1

(33%)

Results:

Disagree

1

(33%)

(33%)

Based on the data found in Table #17, the science

teachers at Crestwood show a wide amount of variation in

regard to their usage of texts as a reference in the
context of lecture/discussion type instruction.

Table 18
Text/Student Reports.
Teacher Question #17

I use the text so that students can

work on reports from text information individually or in
groups.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree
2

(67%)

Strongly
Disagree
1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #18, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, do not use
textual information for the basis of either individual or
student group reports .
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Table 19
Text / Student Reports .
Teacher Question #18

I do not use the text so that students

can work on report from text information individually or
in groups .

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree
1

(33io)

Results:

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Based on the data found in Table #19, it would

appear that science teachers at Crestwood, overwhelmingly

do not use the textual information to generate either
individual or student group reports .

Table 20
Text/Library Work .
Teacher Question #19

I instruct students to use the text

in the context of doing other library type work.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided
1

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #20 , it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood generally do
not instruct students to use the text in the context of
other library type work.
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Table 21
Text/Library Work.
Teacher Question #20

I do not instruct my students to use

the text in the content of doing other library type work.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

Agree
2

(67%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #21, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, do not
instruct their students to use their texts in the context
of doing other library type work.

Table 22
Text/Charts Illustrations.
Teacher Question #21

I have students evaluate materials

other than written passages in the text (charts,
illustrations, diagrams, experiments).

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(33%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(6 7io)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #22, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood do have
students evaluate materials in the text other than written
passages.
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Table 23
Text Charts/Illustrations .
Teacher Question #22

I do not have students evaluate

materials other than written passages in the text (charts,
illustrations, diagrams, experiments).

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree
2

( 6 7"/o)

Strongly
Disagree
1

(33io)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #23, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, do encourage
students to evaluate materials other than written passages
in the text.

Table 24
Text/Inferences .
Teacher Question #23

I have students read passages in the

text and make inferences from what they have read.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
2

( 6 7"/o)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #24, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, are
generally in agreement on the practice of having students
read selected passages from the text and make inferences
from what they have read.
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Table 25
Text/Inferences.
Teacher Question #24

I do not have students read passages

in the text and make inferences from what they have read.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Teachers

Undecided
1

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #25, it would
appear that science teachers at Crestwood generally do have
students read selected passages from the text and then make
inferences from what they have read.

Table 26
Text/Study Guide Questions.
Teacher Question #25

I have student read passages from

the text, and then they answer text or study guide provided
questions.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree
1

(33%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #26, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, do have
students read from the text and answer text/study guide
questions.
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Table 27
Text/Study Guide Questions.
Teacher Question #26

I do not have student read passages

from the text and they do not answer text or study guide
provided questions.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

1

(33%)

(67%)
Results:

Based on the data found in Table #27, it would

appear that the science teachers at Crestwood do generally

instruct students by having them read passages from the
text and then answer text/study guide provided questions.

Table 28
Lab Work From Text.
Teacher Question #27

Students are regularly assigned lab

work or experiments which are derived from the text.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided
1

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #28, it would
appear that there is no clear preference or consensus
amongst the science teachers at Crestwood, as to whether or
not students are regularly assigned lab work or experiments
which are derived from the text.
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Table 29
Lab Work From Text.
Teacher Question #28

Students are not regularly assigned

lab work or experiments which are derived from the text.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided

Disagree

1

(33%)

Strongly
Disagree

1

( 3 3io)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #29, it would
appear that there remains no clear pattern or consensus
as to how the science teachers at Crestwood, feel about
having their students perform labs or experiments which are
derived from the text.

Table 30
Test/Text Material.
Teacher Question #29

Students are regularly quizzed or

tested based on material from the textbook.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree
1

(33%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #30, it would
appear that science teachers at Crestwood, are regularly
quizzing or testing their students from materials based in
the textbook.
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Table 31
Test/Text Material.
Teacher Question #30

Students are not regularly quizzed

or tested based on material from the textbook.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

(67%)

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #31, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood are regularly
quizzing or testing their students, based on material from
the textbook.

Table 32
Text/Higher Order Thinking Skills.
Teacher Question #31

Students are regularly given problems

or assignments from the text which require higher order
thinking skills such as synthesis or evaluation.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

3

(100%)
Results: Based on data found in Table #32, it wouldappear
that there is a consensus in that problems and assignments
from the text given to the students to emphasize higher
order thinking skills.
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Table 33
Text/higher Order Thinking Skills .
Teacher Question #32

Students are not regularly given

problems or assignments from the text which require higher
order thinking skills such as synthesis or evaluation .

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

3

(100%)
Results: Based on data found in Table #33, it would appear
that there is a consensus in that problems and assignments
from the text given to the students do emphasize higher
order thinking skills.
Table 34
Teacher Demonstrates With Text .
Teacher Question #33

I (the teacher), demonstrate various

ideas, concepts, and knowledge to the students by using the
text.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

3

(100%)
Results: Based on the data found in Table #34, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, do use the
text to demonstrate ideas, concepts and subject-matter
knowledge to their students.
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Table 35
Teacher Demonstrates With Text.
Teacher Question #34

I (the teacher), do not demonstrate

various ideas, concepts, and knowledge to the students by
using the text.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Undecided

Teachers

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

3

(100%)

Results:

Based on the data found in Table #35, it would

appear that there is a consensus amongst the science

teachers at Crestwood in regards to using the text as a
means of demonstrating ideas, concepts and subject-matter
knowledge to their students.

Table 36
Use Lecture/Discussion Frequently.
Teacher Question #35

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

2

( 6 7i'o)

I use lecture/discussion frequently.

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data in Table #36, it would appear
that the majority of science teachers at Crestwood use
lecture/discussion as a teaching mode frequently.
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Table 37
Use Lecture/Discussion Frequently.
Teacher Question #36

I do not use lecture/discussion

frequently.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Teachers

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
2

1

(33%)

(67%)

Results: Based on the data in Table #37, it would appear
that the majority of science teachers at Crestwood do use
lecture/discussion frequently as a mode of instruction.

Table 38
Text as a Resource.
Teacher Question #37

I use the textbook solely as a

resource.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided
1

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #38, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood, show a wide
amount of variation as to whether or not they use the
textbook solely as a resource .
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Table 39
Text as a Resource .
Teacher Question #38

I do not use the textbook solely as a

resource.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

Agree

Undecided

1

1

(33%)

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #39, it would
appear that the science teachers at Crestwood show a wide
amount of variation as to whether or not they use the
textbook solely as a resource.

Table 40
Text Used In Classroom Activities Often.
Teacher Question #39

I often use the textbook, as a part

of my daily classroom activities.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(33%)

Agree
1

(33%)

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #40, it would
appear that science teachers at Crestwood are not in any
clear consensus as to whether or not they use the textbook
often, as a part of their daily classroom activities.
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Table 41
Text Used In Classroom Activities Often.
Teacher Question #40

I rarely use the textbook as a part of

my daily classroom activities .

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Teachers

Undecided
1

(33%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(33%)

1

(33%)

Results : Based on the data found in Table #41, it would
appear that science teachers at Crestwood are not in any
clear agreement as to whether or not they use the textbook
often, a s a part of their daily classroom activities .

Table 42
Readings/Text.
Teacher Question #41

I often assign students readings with

or without accompanying questions from the text.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(33%)

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #42, it appears
that the science teachers at Crestwood do assign readings
from the text often.
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Table 43
Readings/Text.
Teacher Question #42

I do not often assign students

readings with or without accompanying questions from the
text.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Teachers

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2

(67%)

1

(33%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #43, it appears
that the science teachers at Crestwood do assign readings
from the text often.
The science teachers at Crestwood generally differ
in the ways in which they apply the textbook series
in the classroom.

Areas in which major differences

existed and or results with little consensus included
the following:

whether or not the text would play any

role in establishing learning objectives, whether or not
to use the text solely as a resource, and the frequency
of using the text amongst the three teachers, on a daily
basis, in the classroom.
In spite of these differences, the teachers are in
strong agreement that they:

liked the new science text

series, had little or no difficulty incorporating it
into their classroom instructional activities, used
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the texts regularly with their students, lectured and or
used materials out of the text regularly in the classroom,
and taught higherorder thinking skills.
Student Survey
The entire experimental group of students was
administered the questionnaire in late April to determine
how students felt about using the new science text series
as compared to the previously used textbook series.
A separate Table reports the results of the student
survey for each individual question.

Numerical percentages

are supplied for each possible response category for
each individual question.

General conclusions and other

comments and/or concerns are included this chapter .
Although there were 49 students in this class, only 41 were
available on the day the questionnaire was administered.
Table 44
Enjoy New Texts.
Student Question #1

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

2
(5%)

I enjoy my new science textbooks.

Agree
18
(44%)

Undecided
20
(48.5%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(2.5%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #44, the
majority of students in Crestwood's eighth grade science
class are yet undecided as to whether or not they enjoy
their new science textbooks.
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Table 45
Enjoy New Texts .
Student Question #2

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

1

(2.5%)

I do not enjoy my new science textbooks.

Agree

Undecided

1

17

(2.5%)

(41%)

Disagree
19

(47%)

Strongly
Disagree
3

(7%)

Results: When asked the corresponding question in a
negative form, the majority now switched from undecided, to
disagree, (47%). Based on the data found in Table #45, it
appears that the majority of eighth grade students do enjoy
their new science texts, although a sizeable percentage are
yet undecided on this question.

Table 46
Difficulty Understanding New Texts.
Student Question #3

I have difficulty understanding my new

science textbooks.

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
6

(14%)

Undecided
8

(20%)

Disagree
24

(59%)

Strongly
Disagree
3
(7io)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #46, it appears
as though the majority of the eighth grade science students
at Crestwood do not have difficulty in understanding their
new science texts, although a sizeable portion of students
are undecided on this questions.
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Table 47
Difficulty Understanding New Texts.
Student Question #4

I do not have difficulty understanding

my new science textbooks .

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

Agree
17

4
(1010)

Undecided
9

(42%)

( 2110)

Disagree
8

(20%)

Strongly
Disagree
3

(7%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #47, it would
appear that the majority of eighth grade science students
at Crestwood do not have difficulty in understanding
their n ew science texts.

A sizeable number express some

difficulty/uncertainty in regards to understanding their
new science texts.

Table 48
Teachers Often Use New Textbooks.
Student Question #5

My teachers of ten use the new science

textbooks in my science class .

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree
12

(30%)

Agree

18

(44%)

Undecided

2
(5%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

6

3

(14%)

(7%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #48, it appears
that a strong majority of Crestwood's eighth grade science
students perceive their teachers as using the science
textbooks, often in their classes.
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Table 49
Teachers Often Use New Textbooks .
Student Question #6

My teachers seldom use the new scienc e

textbooks in my science class .

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

2

(5%)

Agree
8

(20%)

Undecided
2

(5%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

21

8

( 5010)

(20%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #49, it appears
that a strong majority of the eighth grade science students
at Crestwood, perceive their teachers as using the new
science texts often.

Table 50
Science Book Hard To Read.
Student Question #7

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

My new science book is hard to read .

Agree
2

(4%)

Undecided
5

(1210)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

23

11

(56%)

(28%)

Results : Based on the data found in Table #50, it would
appear that the eighth grade science students at Crestwood,
generally do not find their new science textbooks hard to
read.
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Table 51
Science Book Hard To Read.
Student Question #8

Response
Teachers

Strongly
Agree

My new science book is easy to read.

Agree

12

19

(30%)

(46%)

Undecided
9

(22%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

(2%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #51, it would
appear that a strong majority of the eighth grade science
students at Crestwood, find their new science textbooks
easy to read. However, it should be noted that as compared
to the percentage of students who responded as Undecided
in Table #50 the percentage of students responding as
undecided to this question nearly doubled.

Table 52
New Text vs. Old Text Readability.
Student Question #9

My new science textbook is easier to

read and understand than my old science textbook .

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

5

(12%)

Agree

Undecided

17

18

(42%)

(44%)

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
1

(2%)

Results: Based on the data found in Table #52, the eighth
grade science students at Crestwood, feel their new science
textbooks are easy or easier to read than the old textbooks .
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Table 53
New Text vs. Old Text Readability.
Student Question #10

My new science textbook is more

difficult to read and understand than my old science
textbook.

Response

Strongly
Agree

Teachers

2

(5%)

Results:

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

18

15

3
(7%)

(44%)

Strongly
Disagree

(37%)

3
(7%)

Based on the data found in Table #53, the eighth

grade science students at Crestwood, are largely undecided

as to how their new science textbooks compare with the
previously used textbooks, in regard to readability and
their ability to understand their new textbooks.
Additionally, although the majority of the students were
undecided in their responses to this question, a sizeable
number also felt that their new textbooks were perceived
(by them) as being easier to read and understand.
In conclusion, the results of the student questionnaire
indicate the eighth grade science students at Crestwood:
(a) feel their new science textbooks are as easy or easier
to read and understand than the previously used textbook
series, (b) are split between liking and being undecided
as to whether or not they enjoy their new science texts,
and (c) are in agreement that their new science texts
are not difficult to understand.
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The current eighth grade class also found itself in
overwhelming agreement on the subject of whether or
not their teacher uses the textbook series often in
the course of classroom instruction, with over two- thirds
of the entire class responding that the text is used
often in classroom instruction.

On the subject of whether

or not they perceived their new science texts as being
hard to read, over two-thirds of the eighth grade students
at Crestwood responded that their new science books
were not hard to read.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This field study examined the textbook as well as
textbook-related issues, practices, and problems, in a
context of student achievement, in a field study setting.
Two groups of students were studied in a control/
experimental pretest/post-test design to determine the
impact/effects on the experimental group, which was the
sole group of students receiving exposure to the independent
variable.
The independent variable was the newly implemented
science textbook series.

The dependent variables in this

study were the NCE's and the letter grades received by
the students.
Descriptive data was gathered via two Likert-Type
surveys.

The first survey (Appendix A) was distributed

to the three science teachers, involved in this study
and examined the ways in which they applied and used
the textbooks in their classrooms .

The second survey

(Appendix B) was distributed to 41 of the 49 students in
the experimental group.

This survey dealt with their

feelings about their new science textbook series, on
whether or not their teachers used these new texts
frequently, and on whether or not they experienced
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difficulties in reading and/or understanding their new
texts.
The NCE's and letter grade data were analyzed via the
use of t-tests.

The SPSS-X statistical software package

was used in computing this study's data.

Computerized data

analyses were performed at the Academic Computing Center,
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.
Findings
Statistical findings are reported in Table #1 on page
71.

The teacher survey questionnaire on text application

suggested that the science teachers at Crestwood are in
disagreement as to:

whether they base their classroom

learner objectives on content in the new texts, whether
or not their district learner objectives are any more
influential in determining their classroom level learner
objectives, the best or most relevant ways to use the
text in a classroom setting.

They also disagreed and/or

were undecided about whether or not they used lecture/
discussion often, and on whether or not the text was
used often on a daily basis and on whether or not they
considered themselves to use the new texts, solely as
a resource, and were generally agreed upon in regard
to assigning text readings to the students.
They agreed regarding the use of study guide or
teacher's edition provided questions as a means of
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evaluating students, agreed that they used the new texts
regularly, agreed on the use of experiments/labs from
the text for students, agreed that they regularly
incorporate the new texts into their classroom activities,
agreed on the importance of choosing text passages which
encouraged students to use higher-order thinking skills,
and agreed on the use of the text to demonstrate important
ideas, concepts, or knowledges.
Major findings from the student survey were that the
eighth grade science students at Crestwood generally
liked their new science texts, (although a substantial
portion of students (48.5%) were undecided on this
question), the majority (64%) had little or no difficulty
in understanding their new science textbooks, (although
again, a substantial percentage of students (20%) responded
"undecided", when asked if they had any difficulty in
understanding their new science textbook series).
They also agreed that their science teachers used
the new science textbooks series of ten in the classroom,
(74%) and agreed that the majority of students (over 75%)
felt that their new science textbook series was perceived
as being easy to read.

The students were generally

undecided, (44%) (although the next largest percentage
of responses [42%] "agreed"), when asked to decide whether
or not their new science textbook series was perceived as
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being any more or less difficult to read and / or understand
than their "old" science textbooks.
Conclusions
The new text resulted in statistically significant
gains in measured achievement.

Although measured

achievement went up in both the control and experimental
groups, grades earned by both groups decreased
significantly.

Survey results demonstrated wide

variations in the ways teachers used/implemented the new
science textbook series, although all three teachers
involved perceived themselves as using the new texts
often in their classrooms.

The student survey indicated

generally positive responses to the new textbook series,
however, substantial numbers of students were still
undecided as to whether or not their new textbook series
was difficult to understand or any more or less difficult
to understand than their previous science textbook series.
Recommendations
Based on the data and results found in this study the
following recommendations are made.

These recommendations

flow solely from the results found within this study.
First, it is recommended that the new science textbook
program be retained as substantially higher SRA achievement
test scores were obtained.

Achievement as measured by SRA
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achievement test scores increased in both the control and
experimental groups.
Second, it is recommended that the science teachers
and administration at Crestwood Elementary School conduct
a thorough and detailed review of grading practices in the
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades .

Although the measured

achievement (as measured by SRA achievement tes t scores)
increased in both the control and experimental groups,
achievement as measured in the form of student letter
grades decreased.

This resulted in substantial

inconsistencies between the grades students actually
received as compared with their levels of demonstrated
achievement, as measured by SRA achievement tests .
Third, it is recommended that the junior high level
science teachers and the administration at Crestwood
begin a program of intensive staff development in regards
to:

science content, objectives, and teaching strategies.

This would be directed at building a consensus in these
areas and therefore, building a more coherent and
coordinated science program.

This recommendation flows

from the finding that much variation exists between the
three junior high science teachers, in regard to what is
taught in their individual classrooms.
Fourth, it is recommended that the science teachers
and the administration at Crestwood implement a field
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testing program whereby, potential textbooks for classroom
use could be field tested on Crestwood students.

Major

concerns would be readability, content issues, and general
appropriateness for a given student audience.

This would

also give staff and administrators at Crestwood an
additional source of data to consider prior to the
selection of a given textbook series.

This recommendation

flows from the fact that large numbers of students at
Crestwood are undecided as to whether or not they have
difficulty in reading and understanding their new science
textbook series.
Fifth, it is recommended that both the junior
high level science teachers and the administration, at
Crestwood, examine the extensive body of existing research
on improving science teaching.

This recommendation flows

from an obvious need on the part of both the science
teachers and the administration in better coordinating,
articulating and delivering their locally agreed upon
science objectives.

A coordinated program of current and

research based effective science teaching strategies,
would go a long way towards meeting this crucial need.
Finally, it is recommended that both the faculty
and administration at Crestwood begin the process of
reexamining and revising their textbook selection criteria
and processes.

This recommendation flows from the
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abundance of existing literature and research available
in these areas .
include:

Potential areas of consideration might

readability, developed systems of selection,

textbook committee procedures and practices, and common
pitfalls which are to be avoided during the adoption/
implementation process.
Further Research
First it is recommended that anyone performing
further research in this topic area, should seriously
consider devising a research design which examines more
variables related to the textbook adoption/selection/
implementation process.

As with any classroom environment,

many potential variables exist.

Future studies of this

type will have to contend with this limitation.
Second, it is advised that any further researchers in
this area use a situation with a large number of teachers.
Third, research studies of a similar nature should
build in some actual field testing program for textbook
series, and related instructional materials, based
and evaluated on the needs of the school(s), and/or
district(s), in question.
And lastly, it is recommended that future research
examine school(s), or district(s), selection/
implementation practice(s) in regard to textbook series,
and instructional materials in general.

Two major
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findings from the research/literature were that (a) the
text still remains quite pervasive in it's overall impact
on the curriculum and at the level of the individual
classroom, and (b) that the decisions made at the points
of textbook selection/adoption and actual implementation
may be just as crucial as the ways in which texts are
actually utilized in the classroom setting .
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Appendix A
Teacher Survey
Questionnaire on Text Application
1.

I like the new science texts.
Strongly Agree

2.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do not base my classroom learner objectives on the learning
objectives in the new science texts.
Strongly Agree

9.

Disagree

I base my classroom learner objectives on the learning objectives
in the new science texts.
Strongly Agree

8.

Undecided

I do not use the new science texts regularly with my students.
Strongly Agree

7.

Agree

I use the new science texts regularly with my students.
Strongly Agree

6.

Strongly Disagree

I have difficulty in incorporating the new science texts into
my classroom activities.
Strongly Agree

5.

Disagree

I have no difficulty in incorporating the new science texts
into my classroom activities.
Strongly Agree

4.

Undecided

I do not like the new science texts.
Strongly Agree

3.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I base my classroom learner objectives on our district learner
objectives.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Appendix A
Teacher Survey
Questionnaire on Text Application (Cont.)
10.

I do not base my classroom learner objectives on our district
learner objectives.
Strongly Agree

11.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do not regularly use the texts as a reference in the context
of lecture/discussion type instruction.
Strongly Agree

17.

Undecided

I regularly use the texts as a reference in the context of lecture/
discussion type instruction.
Strongly Agree

16.

Agree

I do not have students read selections out of the text and then
discuss these in class.
Strongly Agree

15.

Strongly Disagree

I have students read selections out of the text and then discuss
these in class.
Strongly Agree

14.

Disagree

I do not regularly lecture to my classes on material read from
or taken out of the textbook.
Strongly Agree

13.

Undecided

I regularly lecture to my classes on material read from or taken
out of the textbook.
Strongly Agree

12.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I use the text so that students can work on reports from text
information individually or in groups.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Appendix A
Teacher Survey
Questionnaire on Text Application (Cont.)
18.

I do not use the text so that students can work on reports from
text information individually or in groups.
Strongly Agree

19.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do not have students read passages in the text and make inferences
from what they have read.
Strongly Agree

25.

Undecided

I have students read passages in the text and make inferences from
what they have read.
Strongly Agree

24.

Agree

I do not have students evaluate materials other than written
passages in the text (charts, illustrations, diagrams, experiments).
Strongly Agree

23.

Strongly Disagree

I have students evaluate materials other than written passages in
the text (charts, illustrations, diagrams, experiments).
Strongly Agree

22.

Disagree

I do not instruct my students to use the text in the context of
doing other library type work.
Strongly Agree

21.

Undecided

I instruct students to use the text in the context of doing
other library type work.
Strongly Agree

20.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I have students read passages from the text, and then they answer
text or study guide provided questions.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Appendix A
Teacher Survey
Questionnaire on Text Application (Cont.)
26.

I do not have students read passages from the text and they do not
answer text or study guide provided questions.
Strongly Agree

27.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students are not regularly given problems or assignments from the
text which require higher order thinking skills such as synthesis
or evaluation.
Strongly Agree

33.

Undecided

Students are regularly given problems or assignments from the text
which require higher order thinking skills such as synthesis or
evaluation.
Strongly Agree

32.

Agree

Students are not regularly "quizzed" or tested based on material
from the textbook.
Strongly Agree

31.

Strongly Disagree

Students are regularly "quizzed" or tested based on material from
the textbook.
Strongly Agree

30.

Disagree

Students are not regularly assigned lab work or experiments which
are derived from the text.
Strongly Agree

29.

Undecided

Students are regularly assigned lab work or experiences which are
derived from the text.
Strongly Agree

28.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I (the teacher), demonstrate various ideas, concepts, and knowledge
to the students using the text.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Appendix A
Teacher Survey
Questionnaire on Text Application (Cont.)
34.

I (the teacher), do not demonstrate various ideas, concepts, and
knowledge to the students using the text.
Strongly Agree

35.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I often assign students readings with or without accompanying
questions from the text.
Strongly Agree

42.

Disagree

I rarely use the textbook as a part of my daily classroom
activities.
Strongly Agree

41.

Undecided

I often use the textbook, as a part of my daily classroom
activities.
Strongly Agree

40 .

Agree

I do not use the textbook solely as a resource.
Strongly Agree

39.

Strongly Disagree

I use the textbook solely as a resource.
Strongly Agree

38.

Disagree

I do not use lecture/discussion frequently.
Strongly Agree

37.

Undecided

I use lecture/discussion frequently.
Strongly Agree

36.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do not often assign students readings with or without
accompanying questions from the text.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

*Some questions have been modified from (Heller, P., 1984) Minnesota
State Survey
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Appendix B
Student Textbook Survey
Please provide the following information.
Name.,..-_________________ Age___ Grade____
Male
Female
Teacher

---

Your 6th Grade Science Teacher
(Answer this question only if you were a student at Crestwood during
your 6th grade year.)

------------,------...,--~

The type of science class you are currently in:
(Circle One)
Physical
Earth

Life

Now, please answer the following questions about your new science
textbooks: (Circle one answer per question)
1.

I enjoy my new science textbooks.
Strongly Agree

2.

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My teachers seldom use the new science textbooks in my science
class.
Strongly Agree

7.

Agree

My teachers often use the new science textbooks in my science
class.
Strongly Agree

6.

Strongly Disagree

I do not have any difficulty understanding my new science textbooks.
Strongly Agree

5.

Disagree

I have difficulty understanding my new science textbooks.
Strongly Agree

4.

Undecided

I do not enjoy my new science textbooks.
Strongly Agree

3.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My new science book is hard to read.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided
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Appendix B
Student Textbook Survey (Cont.)
8.

My new science book is easy to read.
Strongly Agree

9.

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My new science textbook is easier to read and understand than my
old science textbook.
Strongly Agree

10.

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My new science textbook is more difficult to read and understand
than my old science textbook.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

